
Marriage Contract: 

  

Here come the Families of ____ and ____, to offer together in the binding of Marriage the 

SCION (may be replaced with Son, Daughter, or whatever) [Insert Name Here] with the 

SCION (may be replaced with Son, Daughter, or wharves) [Insert Name Here]. May their 

joining be seen and blessed by (Diety/Ancestor/Figure, by culture) 

  

For the taking of ______ into their Family, the (Family1) _______ shall receive:  [any 

dowry/bride price/whatever for the first Clan is listed here] 

  

For the giving of ______ unto the (Family1)______, the (Family2) _______ shall receive:  [any 

dowry/bride price/whatever for the second Clan is listed here] 

  

The exchange of these gifts shall be contingent upon the satisfaction of the 

following:  

  

[any requirements or conditions placed upon either of the parties or their 

(Families) before the marriage is permitted to proceed] 

  

And upon such satisfaction, shall the Ceremony of Marriage be permitted to advance, as 

a sign of faith and consent on the part of the parties (some include, 'and their 

families/clans').  

  

This Contract of Binding shall be deemed Broken if, after the satisfaction of the 

previous requirements, the Terms set forth below shall be violated:  

  

[the terms of the during-marriage restrictions/requirements, these usually include 

something about fidelity, childbearing/rearing, and anything else the couple or their 

(Families/Clans) deem important] 

  

In the event that this Contract of Binding be Broken by any party subject to its law, 

shall be visited upon them the following doom:  

  

[the penalties for breaking any of the above restrictions go here.] 

  



In the event that the parties to this Binding should seek, of their will, to end this 

Marriage and the terms of this Contract of Binding, first must they satisfy the 

following:  

  

[the provisions and other stipulations for ending the marriage, and what each party 

owes the other in event of divorce/separation go here].  

  

Witnessed this Day ____________ by [Witnesses as provided by tradition], by  (culturally 

appropriate deities go here), so do the Pair to be Joined submit to this Binding, and so 

proclaim their intent to enter unto a sacred Marriage:  

  

[name of spouse1] ___________________ 

  

[name of spouse2] ___________________ 

  

  

  



Oresund Marriage Contract: 

  

Here come the (Families/Clans) of ____ and ____, to offer together in the binding of 

Marriage the SCION (may be replaced with Son, Daughter, or whatever) [Insert Name 

Here] with the SCION (may be replaced with Son, Daughter, or wharves) [Insert Name 

Here]. May their joining be seen and blessed by Ukonnen, who build them a home in love, 

by Kirjano, who fuel their passion, and by Vastaus, who keep them in the Law. 

  

For the taking of ______ into their (Families/Clans), the (Families/Clans) _______ shall 

receive:  [any dowry/bride price/whatever for the first Clan is listed here] 

  

For the giving of ______ unto the (Families/Clans)______, the (Families/Clans) _______ shall 

receive:  [any dowry/bride price/whatever for the second Clan is listed here] 

  

The exchange of these gifts shall be contingent upon the satisfaction of the 

following:  

  

[any requirements or conditions placed upon either of the parties or their 

(Families/Clans) before the marriage is permitted to proceed] 

  

And upon such satisfaction, shall the Ceremony of Marriage be permitted to advance, as 

a sign of faith and consent on the part of the parties (some include, 'and their 

families/clans').  

  

This Contract of Binding shall be deemed Broken if, after the satisfaction of the 

previous requirements, the Terms set forth below shall be violated:  

  

[the terms of the during-marriage restrictions/requirements, these usually include 

something about fidelity, childbearing/rearing, and anything else the couple or their 

(Families/Clans) deem important] 

  

In the event that this Contract of Binding be Broken by any party subject to its law, 

shall Vastaus, the Law-Father, visit upon them the following doom:  

  

[the penalties for breaking any of the above restrictions go here.] 

  



In the event that the parties to this Binding should seek, of their will, to end this 

Marriage and the terms of this Contract of Binding, first must they satisfy the 

following, before the Law Father:  

  

[the provisions and other stipulations for ending the marriage, and what each party 

owes the other in event of divorce/separation go here].  

  

Witnessed this Day ____________ by [Witnesses as provided by tradition], by  Vastaus, by 

Ukonnen, and by all of the Gods of the Pentaverate, so do the Pair to be Joined submit 

to this Binding, and so proclaim their intent to enter unto a sacred Marriage:  

  

[name of spouse1] ___________________ 

  

[name of spouse2] ___________________ 

  

  



BINDING COMPACT For the ___________ CABAL 

CONTRACTED THIS DAY _______  

FOR THE DURATION OF _______ 

  

THE UNDERSIGNED do affirm that they do willingly, and with forethought enter into 

this Compact, that they agree to be bound together as a Cabal to be known by the name 

______________, and that they are fully aware of and competent to abide by the terms of 

this Compact, for the duration of its term. 

  

PURPOSE: (If the Cabal has a particular purpose for which they have formed, it is often 

described here) 

  

Herebelow are given the TERMS by which the Scarred are Bound together; and that they 

must keep: 

  

(List Terms) 

  

For the keeping of this Compact, the Bound shall enjoy the following benefits:  

  

(List Benefits) 

  

For the breaking of this Compact, the Bound shall suffer the following penalties:  

  

(List Penalties) 

  

Agreed upon this day, _____________, do We agree to be joined and bound, by the scars on 

our souls. 

  

(Name)_____________________ (Some add Truename here) 

(Name)_____________________ (Some add Truename here) 

(Name)_____________________ (Some add Truename here) 

(Name)_____________________ (Some add Truename here) 

(Name)_____________________ (Some add Truename here) 

(Name)_____________________ (Some add Truename here) 

(Name)_____________________ (Some add Truename here) 

(Name)_____________________ (Some add Truename here) 

(Name)_____________________ (Some add Truename here) 



BINDING COMPACT BETWEEN (Entity) AND (Other Entity) 

CONTRACTED THIS DAY _______ AT _________ 

FOR THE SALE/TRADE OF__________ 

  

I. PURPOSE  

The Parties to this Compact agree to the following exchange of goods/services; 

described in full. No part of this contract shall be deemed to apply to, or infringe upon, 

any other Binding Contract by which the Parties are Bound, or to apply to any goods or 

service outside of the terms explicitly described below.  

  

II. PARTIES 

The Parties are here described as (Merchant 1) and (Merchant 2); they affirm that they 

have the legal right by the laws of their respective nations to engage in the trade/sale 

of the below-listed goods/services; under penalty of forfeit.  

  

III. GOODS SERVICES 

The Goods/Services to be exchanged are described as follows:  

(list here who is offering what, and any specific details regarding them) 

  

IV. TERMS OF PAYMENT 

The Terms of Payment for above-described Goods/Services are described as follows:  

(list here what they get for it) 

  

V. BENEFITS OF AGREEMENT 

(list here any contractual benefits, if any.) 

  

VI. TERMS OF FORFEIT 

1. If Delivery of Goods/Services is delayed longer than _____________; while payment 

has been satisfied, this contract shall be deemed forfeit by (Party providing 

goods/services). 

2. If Payment for Goods/Services is delayed longer than ____________; while delivery 

of goods/services has been satisfied; this contract shall be deemed forfeit by 

(Party providing payment) 

3. (any other terms as deemed fit: regarding geographical range, restrictions, 

quality, and the like) 

  

VII. PENALTIES FOR FORFEIT 

(list here the penalties for being found in forfeit) 



  

Agreed to this day, ______________________(date) 

  

(party 1)______________________ 

  

(party 2)______________________ 

  

  



BINDING COMPACT BETWEEN (Entity) AND (Other Entity) 

CONTRACTED THIS DAY _______ AT _________ 

FOR THE DURATION OF _______ 

  

Preamble:  

The Parties to this Compact Affirm that (some statement of the common purpose which 

brings the parties to the table);  

They therefore agree to and are bound by this Compact, henceforth known as (Public 

name of Compact/Agreement):  

  

Articles: (a list of numbered Articles which define the terms by which each party shall 

be bound, the benefit that is gained from following that term, if any, and the punishment 

for violating that term.) 

  

ARTICLE I: That the parties shall (whatever they agree to do, give, or refrain from); 

(Optional: for which they will receive the following Boon: description of boon, if any) 

  

In the event of a breach of this Article by any Defined Party as falls under the auspices 

of this Compact, that one (sometimes, the entity as a whole), shall suffer the following: 

(description of penalties for violating the terms) 

  

(Subsequent lesser Articles as needed) 

  

ARTICLE A: That the parties shall (whatever they agree to do, give, or refrain from); 

(Optional: for which they will receive the following Boon: description of boon, if any) 

  

In the event of a breach of this Article by any Defined Party as falls under the auspices 

of this Compact, this Compact is deemed Broken, and all parties such as contributed to 

the Breaking of this Compact shall suffer the following: (description of penalties for 

violating the terms) 

  

(subsequent greater articles as needed) 

  

Definition: (the parties are here defined in toto, that is, The Clans and all of the Blood 

of those clans, these Nations and all of the Citizens of said nations, the below-named 

signatories, etc. Here also, the definition of who will suffer if the terms are violated, 

and who can cause said violation, are laid down.) (Optional: The Signatories named below 



have the Right and Ability to bind any persons not present who are yet subject to the 

terms of this Agreement, by blood or affiliation.) 

  

This Contract shall have the Full and Binding Effect of Power For the duration of: 

_______________________ 

  

Signed This Day ______________ by The following:  

  

________(Name)______ for _______(Entity)________ 

  

________(Name)______ for _______(Entity)________ 

  

________(Name)______ for _______(Entity)________ 

  

________(Name)______ for _______(Entity)________ 

  

(More spaces as needed, or it can be left blank.) 

 


